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Hilbert symbol equivalence of degree n between two global fields containing a
primitive n th root of unity is an isomorphism between the groups of n th power
classes of these fields preserving Hilbert symbols of degree n. In the paper we prove
that if n is an odd prime number then two number fields are Hilbert equivalent if
and only if there exists a bijection between the sets of n-adic primes of the two fields
which preserves the local degrees. This generalizes the known result for n=2.
 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let n be a natural number >1. Let K and L be number fields containing
a primitive n th root of unity. Hilbert symbol equivalence (of degree n)
between global fields K and L is defined to be a triple of maps
f : +n(K )  +n(L), t : K4 K4 n  L4 L4 n, T : 0(K)  0(L ),
Where f is an isomorphism between the groups of n th roots of unity, t is
an isomorphism between the class group of n th powers of the two fields,
and T is a bijective map between the sets of all primes of K and L, with
( f, t, T ) preserving Hilbert symbols of n th degree in the sense that
(a, b) fP=(ta, tb)TP for all a, b # K4 K4
n, P # 0(K ).
We write K tn L when K and L are Hilbert symbol equivalent.
Hilbert equivalence of degree 2 was introduced in [PSCL] as a
necessary and sufficient condition for Witt equivalence of two global fields.
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the details in our previous paper [CS]. The forthcoming paper [S] will
discuss the connection between Hilbert equivalence and Milnor K-functor.
The main result of the paper is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let l be an odd prime number and K, L be number fields
containing a primitive l th root of unity. The fields K and L are Hilbert equiv-
alent (of degree l ) if and only if there exists a bijection T: 0l (K)  0l (L )
between the sets of l-adic primes of these fields such that [KP : Ql]=
[LTP : Q l] for any P # 0l (K ).
Our theorem is a counterpart of Carpenter’s theorem for l=2
[C, Theorem 3.1]: The number fields K and L are Hilbert equivalent ( for
l=2, i.e., K, L, are reciprocity equivalent) if and only if
(A) r1(K )=r1(L ), where r1(K), r1(L ) are the numbers of real primes
of K and L, respectively,
(B) &1 # K4 2  &1 # L4 2,
(C) There exists bijection between the sets of 2-adic primes of the two
fields such that if P W Q, then [KP : Q2]=[LQ : Q2] and &1 # K4 2P 
&1 # L4 2Q .
If l is an odd prime number and F contains a primitive l th root of unity
then &1 # F4 2 and r1(F )=0. Thus condition (A) is vacuously fulfilled
showing a close analogy between our result and Carpenter’s theorem.
Hilbert-symbol equivalence comes in two types: tame and wild. The
equivalence ( f, t, T ) is said to be tame at finite place P if
ordP(a)#ordTP(ta) (mod l )
For all l-power classes a # K4 K4 l. Otherwise equivalence ( f, t, T ) is wild at P.
The equivalence ( f, t, T) is said to be tame when it is tame at all finite
primes P of K.
Tame degree 2 Hilbert-symbol equivalence was defined in an early
unpublished version of [PSCL] and has been investigated in [Cz1, Cz2,
Sz2]. The forthcoming paper [Cz3] will discuss tame Hilbert-symbol
equivalence of degree l>2 and its connection with l-rank of the ideal class
group.
Theorem 1.1 is a useful tool for producing examples of field that are
Hilbert equivalent. We can also use it for classification of number fields
with respect to Hilbert equivalence. It will be done in the final section of
the paper. It will be done in the final section of the paper. The proof of
Theorem 1.1 is a modification of the approaches for l=2 presented in
[PSCL, C]. As in those papers we consider so-called small equivalence. In
Section 3 we prove that small equivalence between two number fields can
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be extended to a Hilbert equivalence, whereas in Section 4 we show that
the existence of a bijection between the sets of l-adic primes preserving
local degrees follows the existence of small equivalence.
2. HILBERT SYMBOL BILINEAR SPACES
Throughout the paper, l is an odd prime number. Suppose K is a number
field and ‘K # K is a fixed primitive l th root of unity. For any prime
P # 0(K ) the group K4 P K4 lP of the l th power classes of the local field KP can
be equipped with the structure of the linear space over the l-element field
Fl . By [N, Chap. 3, Proposition 1.5] we have
0 if P is infinite
dimFl (K4 PK4
l
P)={2 if P is non-l-adic[KP : Q l]+2 if P is l-adic.
From the standard properties of Hilbert symbols, it follows that the
mapping
;P : K4 P K4 lP_K4 P K4
l
P  F l , (x, y)P=‘
;P(x, y)
K for x, y # K4 P K4
l
P
is bilinear and antisymmetric, so also alternating. Moreover, the bilinear
space (K4 PK4 lP , ;P) is nondegenerate.
Remark 2.1. (i) Since ‘K # K and l>2, every infinite prime
P # 0(K ) is complex. Thus (x, y)P=1 for all x, y # K4 .
(ii) When P # 0(K ) is finite and non-l-adic, then there exists an
explicit formula for the value of the Hilbert symbol ( , )P (cf. [N, p. 53]).
In this case the Hilbert symbol is called tame. From that formula one can
deduce the following properties of ;P which will be essential in the sequel.
If ? # KP is any uniformizer (that is, ordP(?)=1) then
(a) For any k # Fl , there exists a P-adic unit u # UP such that
;P(?, u)=k.
(b) If u # UP , then the value ;P(?, u) does not depend on the choice
of ? and ;P(?, u)=0  u # U lP .
(c) For any u, v # UP we have ;P(v, u)=0. Moreover, if ;P(?, u)=
;P(?, v) then u#v (mod U lP).
Suppose now that L is any other number field containing a primitive l th
root of unity ‘L and for a finite prime Q # 0(L) the mapping ;Q is defined
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in the same way as ;P . By the standard classification theorem for the non-
degenerate alternating bilinear spaces, it follows the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Bilinear spaces (K4 PK4 lP , ;P) and (L4 QL4
l
Q , ;Q) are isometric
if and only if dimFl (K4 PK4
l
P)=dimFl (L4 Q L4
l
Q).
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (Necessity). Suppose ( f, t, T ) is a Hilbert equiv-
alence of degree l between K and L containing primitive l-roots of unity.
The proof is a straightforward consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Assume ( f, T, t) is a degree l Hilbert equivalence of K and
L (containing a primitive lth root of unity). Then for any prime P # 0(K) we
have




(ii) The primes P and TP are both complex or both l-adic or both
finite non-l-adic.
(iii) the local degrees of the fields KP and LTP at l-adic prime are
equal.
Proof. The kernel of the natural group epimorphism K4 K4 l  K4 P K4 lP
equals ker1 :=K4 & K4 lPK4
l. It coincides with the radical of the Hilbert
symbol rad( , )P=[x # K4 K4 l: (x, y)P=1 for any y # K4 K4 l]. Denote by ker2
the kernel of the natural group epimorphism L4 L4 l  L4 TP L4 lTP . Since
isomorphism t preserves Hilbert symbols, we have t(rad( , )P)=rad( , )TP .
The existence of tP follows from the diagram
ker1wwK4 K4 lww K4 P K4 lP ww1
t tP
ker2wwL4 L4 lwwL4 TP L4 lTPww1.
Since the groups K4 P K4 lP and L4 TP L4
l
TP have the same rank, it follows (ii)
and (iii). K
Remark 2.4. It is easy to verify that the equivalence ( f, t, T ) is tame at
finite prime P if and only if the local isomorphism tP is tame, that is,
ordP(a)#ordTP(tPa) (mod l ) for all a # K4 P K4 lP .
3. SMALL EQUIVALENCE
Again let K be a number field and let ‘K # K be a fixed primitive l th root
of unity. Suppose S is a finite subset of 0(K ) containing all infinite and all
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l-adic primes. We consider an antisymmetric bilinear space (G(S ), ;S),
which is an orthogonal product of (K4 PK4 lP , ;P), P # S, that is,
G(S )= ‘
P # S
K4 PK4 lP and
;S((xP)P # S , ( yP)P # S)= :
P # S
;P(xP , yP)
The space (G(S ), ;S) is nondegenerate (as a product of nondegenerate
spaces) of dimension 2 |S| (where |S| denotes the order of S ). Indeed, if m
denotes the number of finite, non-l-adic primes in S and gl denotes the
number of l-adic primes of the field K, then







([KP Q l]+2)+2m=[K : Q]+2gl+2m.
Thus, it suffices to notice that the global degree of K equals the double of
the number of its infinite (complex) primes.
A finite set S of primes of K is said to be sufficiently large if
(1) S contains all infinite and all l-adic primes of K,
(2) l does not divide the class number hS(K ) of the ring of S-integers
of K.
Sets sufficiently large really exist. To construct such a set, it is sufficient
to take the set of all infinite and all l-adic primes of K and add a finite set
of prime ideals chosen from the non-principal classes (one from each class).
It is obvious that any set of primes containing a sufficiently large set is
sufficiently large, as well. In our considerations the group UK (S )UK (S ) l
of l-power classes of S-units of K will play a crucial role. Its dimension
over the field Fl equals dimFl UK (S )UK (S )
l=|S| (cf. [N, Proposition 1.5,
p. 41]).
The inclusion UK (S )/K induces a natural homomorphism
iS : UK (S )UK (S ) l  G(S ), iS(xUK (S ) l)=(xK4 lP)P # S for x # UK (S ).
Lemma 3.1. If the set S is sufficiently large, then the homomorphism iS
is injective.
Proof. Since S is any finite set of places, including all infinite places,
therefore the S-class group of K is canonically isomorphic, by Artin
symbol, to the Galois group of S-Hilbert class field of K (that is, the maxi-
mal abelian unramified extension M of K in which the primes in S split
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completely). Thus [M : K]=hS(K). Take u in the kernel of iS . Then u is a local
l-power at every P in S, so the primes in S split completely in the Kummer
extension K( l- u)K. The element u is a local unit at any prime outside S.
Any prime outside S is finite and non-l-adic, and therefore is unramified in
K( l- u). Thus the Kummer extension K( l- u)K is an unramified abelian
extension field for which every place in S completely splits, so K( l- u)/M
and [K( l- u) : K] divides [M : K]=hS(K ). By assumption, hS(K ) is not
divisible by l, we obtain K( l- u)=K, and so u # K4 l. K
The above lemma allows us to consider the space iS(UK (S )UK (S ) l) as
a subspace of the bilinear space (G(S ), ;S). In the sequel we won’t differen-
tiate between x :=xUK (S ) l # UK (S )UK (S ) l and its image iS(x ).
Lemma 3.2. If the set S is sufficiently large, then
UK (S )UK (S ) l=(UK (S )UK (S ) l)=.
Proof. Take any S-units u, v. Since any prime P not in S is finite and
non-l-adic, we have ;P(u, v)=0 (cf. Remark 2.1(b)). It gives P  S ;P(u, v)=0.
Since by the Hilbert reciprocity P # 0(K ) ;P(u, v)=0, we obtain ;S(u , v )=
P # S ;P(u, v)=0. This proves the inclusion . Since (G(S ), ;S) is non-
degenerate, we have |S|+dimFl (UK (S )UK (S )
l)==dimFl UK (S )UK (S )
l+
dimFl (UK (S )UK (S )
l)==dimFl G(S )=2 |S|.
Thus dimFl (UK(S )UK (S )
l)=dimFl (UK (S )UK (S )
l)=. K
Lemma 3.3. If S is a sufficiently large set of primes and (:P)P # S # G(S ),
then there exists Q  S and q # K4 such that
(i) qK4 lP=:PK4
l
P for all P # S,
(ii) ordQ q=1,
(iii) ordP q=0 for all P  S _ [Q].
Proof. Since the group K4 lP is an open subgroup of the group K4 P , the
Approximation Theorem [L, p. 35] yields an element : in K4 such that
:K4 lP=:PK4
l





where I is a fractional ideal coprime with elements of S and =P # Z.
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Consider the cycle c=cS=>P # S PmP such that
0 if P is infinite
mP={2eP(K )+1 if P is l-adic1 otherwise,
Where eP(K) denotes the ramification index of P in K.
The class of the ideal I in the generalized ideal class group I(c)Kc
contains infinitely many prime ideals (cf. [L, pp. 166167]). Thus we can
take a prime ideal Q in that class which is outside S. According to the
definition of the generalized ideal class group we have Q=I } (#) for certain
# # K4 such that ##1 (mod*c). Since # # 1+l2P, for all P # S, the Hensel
Lemma [L, p. 42] guarantees that # # K4 lP . Taking q=:#, we have q=






This follows (ii) and (iii). K
Now let K, L be number fields and let ‘K , ‘L be fixed primitive l-roots
of unity in K and L, respectively. Assume that there exist sufficiently large
sets of primes S, S$ of the fields K and L, respectively, a bijection T: S  S$
and a family of isometries (tP)P # S between bilinear space (K4 P K4 lP , ;P) and
(L4 TP L4 lTP , ;TP). Then we have the diagram
1wwUK (S )UK (S ) lwwG(S )
tS {S (C)
1wwUL(S$)UL(S$) lwwG(S$)
Where {S=>P # S tP . If {S(UK (S )UK (S ) l)=UL(S$)UL(S$) l, then there
exists an isomorphism tS : UK (S )UK (S ) l  UL(S$)UL(S$) l such that the
diagram (C) commutes. In that case the triple (T, ts , (tP)p # S) is called an
S-equivalence of degree l between K and L (small equivalence of degree l ).
Observe that tS is an isometry, that is, ;S(x, y)=;S$(tS x, tS y) for any
x, y # UK (S )UK (S ) l. Moreover, if (T, tS , (tP)p # S) is an S-equivalence
between K and L, then (T &1, t&1S , (t
&1
P )p # S) is an S$-equivalence between
L and K.
Theorem 3.4. A small S-equivalence of degree l can be extended to a
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Proof. Let T=(T, tS , (tP)p # S) be a small equivalence between K and
L and let S$=T(S ). Take a prime Q of K which is not in S. The numbers
h=hSK and l are coprime, hence there exists a natural number k such that
hk#1 (mod l ). In the ring OS of S-integers the ideal Qhk is principal.
Choose its generator q # K4 . Then ordQ q#1 (mod l ) and ordP q=0 for any
P  S _ [Q]. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a prime Q$ of L not in S$ and
q$ # K4 such that {Sq =q $ in G(S$) (that is, tPq=q$ mod L4 lTP for all P # S )
and ordQ$ q$=1, ordP q$=0 for all P  S$ _ [Q$].
Consider S1=S _ [Q], S$1=S$ _ [Q$]. We extend S-equivalence T to
an S1-equivalence T$. We start with extending T to a bijection T1 by
setting TQ=Q$.
Let u and u$ be Q-adic and Q$-adic units, respectively, such that
;Q(u, q)=1=;Q$(u$, q$) (cf. Remark 2.1). Since q and q$ are local prime
elements (mod K4 lQ and mod L4
l
Q$ , respectively), the sets [u, q] and [u$, q$]
form bases of the space K4 Q K4 lQ and L4 Q$L4
l
Q$ over Fl , respectively.
We define an isomorphism tQ : K4 Q K4 lQ  L4 Q$ L4
l
Q$ putting tQu=u$ and
tQ q=q$. Obviously, tQ is an isometry. Set {S1={S _tQ . We shall show that
{S1(UK (S1)UK (S1)
l)=UL(S$1)UL(S$1) l. Since these groups have the same
rank, it suffices to prove the inclusion .
Taking into account the natural embedding UK (S )UK (S ) l  UK (S1)
UK (S1) l, we can consider the group UK (S )UK (S ) l as a subgroup of
UK (S1)UK (S1) l. Similarly, for the field L the group UL(S$)UL(S$) l can be
considered as a subgroup of UK (S$1)UK (S$1) l. Then we have
UK (S1)UK (S1) l= .
l&1
i=0






Take z # UK (S1). Then z =x qi, for x # Uk (S ) and i # [0, ..., l&1]. Since T
is an S-equivalence, there exists x$ # UL(S$) such that {S x =x $ (in G(S$)).
Elements x, q are S1 -units so by Lemma 3.2 we have ;S1(x , q )=0. It means
that ;Q(x, q)=&;S(s , q ). In the same way we get ;Q$(x$, q$)=&;S$(x $, q $).
Since x is a Q-unit, we have x=uk mod K4 lQ for some k # Fl . Thus
k=;Q(x, q)=&;S(x , q )=&;S$({Sx , {S q )=&;S$(x $, q $)=;Q$(x$, q$).
From the above, x$=u$k mod L4 lQ$ , that is, tQx=x$ in L4 Q$ L4
l
Q$ .
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Now we have {sz ={S(x qi)=x $q$i in G(S$) and tQz=tQxqi=x$q$i in
L4 Q$ L4 lQ$ . Hence {S1 z =x $q$
i in G(S$1). The element x$q$ i is an S$1 -unit so
{S1 z # UL(S$1)UL(S$1)
l. It proves the desired inclusion.
From the above it follows also that tS1 extends tS . To see it, take i=0
in the presentation of z .






, (t&1P )P # S$1) is an S1 -equivalence. Now we take a
prime Q$1 of L outside S$1 and, in the same manner as above, extend T&11
to an S$2 -equivalence T&12 where S$2=S$1 _ [Q$1]. Hence we have an
S2 -equivalence T2 which extends T1 .
If we continue this process we get a bijection T: 0(K )  0(L). Now let
x # K4 . Then there exists a finite set of primes Sn obtained in the above
construction such that x is an Sn -unit. Define t(xK4 l)=tSn x L4
l. It is a
routine matter to check that t does not depend on the choice of Sn .
Immediately from the construction it follows that t is an isomorphism and
;P(x, y)=;TP(tx, ty) for all x, y # K4 K4 l. If f: +l (K )  +l (L ) is an isomor-
phism such that f (‘K)=‘L , then the triple (T, t, f ) is a Hilbert equivalence
of degree l.
From the above construction it follows that for every prime P  S the
isomorphism tP is tame. Therefore the equivalence ( f, t, T) is tame at any
finite prime P outside S. K
4. EXISTENCE OF SMALL EQUIVALENCE
In this section we give sufficient conditions for existence of small equiv-
alence between number fields K i L containing primitive l-roots of unity.
Suppose ‘K , ‘L are fixed primitive l-roots of unity in K and L, respectively.
Theorem 4.1. Assume the fields K and L admit sufficiently large set of
primes S and S$, respectively, together with a bijection T : S  S$ and a
family (tP)P # S of isometries between the bilinear spaces (K4 P K4 lP , ;P) and
(L4 TP L4 lTP , ;TP). Then there exists a small equivalence of degree l between K
and L.
Proof. Let {S=>P # S tP . Of course, if {S(UK (S )UK (S ) l)=UL(S$)
UL(S$) l, then an S-equivalence exists (see diagram (C)). Thus assume, on
the contrary, that {S(Uk (S )UK (S ) l){UL(S$)UL(S$) l. Denote
HS={&1S (UL(S$)UL(S$)
l) & (UK (S )UK (S ) l),
HS$={S(UK (S )UK (S ) l) & (UL(S$)UL(S$) l),
and dSS$=dimFl Uk (S )UK (S )
l&dimFl HS . Clearly dSS$>0.
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We shall find primes Q, Q$ (of K and L, respectively), and an isometry
tQ : (K4 Q K4 lQ , ;Q)  (L4 Q$ L4
l
Q$ , ;Q$)
such that if S1=S _ : [Q], S$1=S$1 _ [Q$], and {S1={S_tQ , then
dS1S$1<dSS$ . Hence, after at most dSS$ steps we get sets Sm , S$m with
dSmS$m=0, that is, an Sm-equivalence of degree l between K i L.
Take an S-unit x such that {S x  UL(S$)UL(S$) l. It follows, by
Lemma 3.2, that there exists an S$-unit y such that ;S$({S x , y ){0. If
necessary, we can replace y with its power to obtain equality
;S$({Sx , y )=1. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, {S x  UL(S$)UL(S$)l. Since for
any S-unit z we have ;S$({S x , {S z )=;S(x , z )=0, we have y  HS$ . On the
other hand ;S({1Sy , x )=;S$( y , {Sx )=&1, thus {
&1
S y  Uk (S )UK (S )
l.
It follows, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a prime Q outside S and an ele-
ment q # K4 such that (qK4 lP)P # S={
&1
s y , ordP q=0 for all P  S _ [Q].
Similarly, there exists a prime Q$ outside S$ and an element q$ # L4 such that
(q$L4 lTP)TP # S$={sx , ordQ$ q$=1, and ordP q$=0 for all P  S$ _ [Q$].
Let S1=S _ [Q], S$1=S$ _ [Q]. We extend the bijection T from S to
S1 setting TQ=Q$. As in the previous section, we consider the group
UK (S )UK (S ) l as a subgroup of Uk (S1)UK (S1) l and the group UL(S$)
UL(S$) l as a subgroup of UL(S$1)UL(S$1) l.
Notice that if z is an S-unit such that z # HS , then z=1 (mod K4 lQ).
Indeed, elements z, q are S1 -units, therefore, by the Hilbert reciprocity, we
have ;S1(z , q )=0 and this implies
;Q(z, q)=&;S(z , q )=&;S(z , {&1S y )=&;S$({S z , y )=0
(the last equality follows from the fact that {Sz , y # UL(S$)UL(S$) l). Now
it suffices to notice that q is a prime element, z is a unit in KQ , and apply
Remark 2.1(b).
Similarly, taking any S$-unit z$ such that z $ # HS$ and applying the
equalities
;Q$(z$, q$)=&;S$(z $, {Sx )=&;S({&1S z $, y)=0
we get z$=1 (mod L4 lQ$).
Let u be a Q-unit and u$ be a Q$-unit such that ;Q(u, q)=&1,
;Q$(u$, q$)=1. Clearly K4 Q K4 lQ=linFl (u, q), and L4 Q$ L4
l
Q$=linFl (u$, q$).
Define a isomorphism tQ setting tQu=q$, tQq=u$. Of course, tQ is an
isometry. Let {S1={S _tQ .
We claim that HS _ [x , q ]HS1 . For any z # HS , z # UK (S ) we have
{S z # HS$ , so {Sz =z $ in G(S$) for a certain S$-unit z$. On the other hand
z=1 in K4 Q K4 lQ and z$=1 in L4 Q$L4
l
Q$ , so {S1z =z $ in G(S$1). Since z $ as an
S$-unit is obviously an S$1 -unit, we have z # HS1 .
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Next we focus our attention on x and q. Since they are S1 -units, it
follows from the Hilbert reciprocity and Lemma 3.2 that ;S1(x , q )=0. Thus
we have
;Q(x, q)=&;S(x , q )=&;S(x , {&1S y )=&;S$({Sx , y )=&1
that means x=u in K4 Q K4 lQ . Hence tQx=q$. On the one hand {s x =
(q$L4 lTP)TP # S$ follows {S1 x =q $ in G(S$1). On the other hand q$ is an
S$1 -unit, so x # HS1 . Also notice that q$ and y are S$1 -units, so
;Q$( y, q$)=&;S$( y , q $)=&;S$( y , {Sx )=;S$({Sx , y )=1.
Thus y=u$ in L4 Q$ L4 lQ$ , and also q=t
&1
Q y. Since (qK4 P)P # S={
&1
S y , we have
q ={&1S1 y in G(S1). Element y, as an S$-unit, is an S$1 -unit, so q # HS1 . By
the choice of x and q we have
x # UK (S )UK (S ) l"HS and q  UK (S )UK (S ) l,
so dimFl HS1dimFl HS+2. Since the set S1 contains one more element
than S, so
dimFl UK (S1)UK (S1)
l=dimFl UK (S )UK (S )
l+1.
Finally,
dS1S$1=dimFl UK (S1)UK (S1)
l&dimFl HS1<dSS$&1
and the proof is over. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (Sufficiency). Let T : 0l (K )  0l (L ) be a bijec-
tion between the sets of l-adic primes of these fields such that [KP : Ql]=
[LTP : Q l]. Each ideal class contains infinitely many prime ideals.
Choosing prime non-l-adic ideals, one from each class which is not
principal, we get finite sets 00(K) of non-l-adic finite primes of K and
00(L ) of non-l-adic finite primes of L such that the class numbers h00(K )(K )
and h00(L )(L) equal 1. Adding, if necessary, some non-l-adic prime ideals to
one of these sets, we can assume they consist of the same number of
elements. Let 0(K ) and 0(L) denote the sets of infinite (that is,
complex) primes of K and L, respectively. The fields K and L have the
same global degree, because the global degree is a sum of local degrees at
all l-adic primes
[K : Q]= :
P # 0l (K )
[KP Ql]= :
TP # 0l (L )
[LKTP : Ql]=[L : Q].
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From this, it follows that also the sets 0(K ) and 0(L) have the same
rank. Denote S=00(K ) _ 0 l (K ) _ 0(K ) and S$=00(L ) _ 0 l (L ) _
0(L). Clearly, the sets S and S$ are sufficiently large and consist of the
same number of elements. Extend the bijection T to a bijection T : S  S$
which sends finite primes to finite primes. By assumption and Lemma 2.2,
there exist isometries tP : (K4 P K4 lP , ;P)  (L4 TP L4
l
TP , ;TP) for all P # S. In
the end, by Theorem 4.1 there exists a small equivalence of degree l
between K and L, whereas by Theorem 3.4 there exists a Hilbert equiv-
alence of degree l. The proof is over. K
Corollary 4.2. If K and L are degree l Hilbert-symbol equivalent, then
there exists an equivalence of K and L with a finite number of wild primes.
5. HILBERT EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF
NUMBER FIELDS
From Theorem 1.1, it follows
Corollary 5.1. (i) If K and L (containing primitive l-roots of unity)
are Hilbert equivalent (of degree l ), then [K : Q]=[L : Q].
(ii) For a fixed natural number n, the number of Hilbert equivalence
classes of number fields of degree n is finite.
Proof. For (i), it suffices to notice that the global degree of a number
field is a sum of local degrees at all l-adic primes and then to use
Theorem 1.1. Part (ii) follows immediately from Theorem 1.1. K
From Theorem 1.1, it follows that the following invariant form a com-
plete set of invariant of Hilbert equivalence of degree l:
nthe degree of K over Q,
gl the number of l-adic primes of K,
n1 , ..., ngl the local degrees [KPi : Ql] of l-adic completions KP1 , ..., KPgl
of K over Ql .
The sequence Al (K )=(n, gl ; n1 , ..., ngl) is said to be the Hilbert equiv-
alence (of degree l ) invariant of K. We assume that n1 } } } ngl .
Corollary 5.2. If K and L are number fields containing primitive
l-roots of unity, then K tl  Al (K )=Al (L ).
Now we examine which (n, g; n1 , ..., ng) are Hilbert equivalence
invariants of number fields.
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Lemma 5.3; Let A=(n, gl ; n1 , ..., ngl) be an ordered set of natural num-
bers such that n1n2 } } } ngl . There exists a number field containing a
primitive l-root of unity such that Al (K )=A if and only if
(1) ni #0 (mod l&1) for i=1, 2, ..., g l ,
(2) i ni=n.
Proof. ( O ) Let A=Al (K ). Since K is a field extension of the
cyclotomic field Q(‘l), the completion KPi of K at Pi is a field extension of
Ql (‘l) for all l-adic primes Pi (i # [1, ..., gl]). The degree Ql (‘l)Q l equals
l&1, so the local degree [KPi : Q l] must be divisible by l&1.
(o) Denote n$=n(l&1), n$i=ni (l&1), and F=Q(‘l). Clearly
 n$i=n$. Let P be the only l-adic prime of F. Choose x1 , ..., xgl in algebraic
closure of FP such that [FP(x i) : FP]=ni for i=1, ..., gl . The sequence
(x1 , ..., xgl) is a P-prescription of degree n$ and length gl (cf. [E, p. 97]). By
[E, Satz 7], there exists a field extension K of F of degree n$ such that there
are gl primes P1 , ..., Pgl of K lying over P and KPi=FP(xi) for i=1, ..., gl
(cf. also [Sz1]). It is easy to verify that A=Al (K ). K
Example 5.4. The number fields of degree 4 containing a primitive
3-root of unity split two Hilbert equivalence classes. Their Hilbert equiv-
alence invariants are (4, 1; 4), (4, 2; 2, 2). The first class is represented by
Q(- &3, - &1), whereas the second by Q(- &3, - 7).
Corollary 5.5. Let n be a natural number divisible by l&1. The num-
ber Hl (n) of Hilbert equivalence (of degree l ) classes of number fields of
degree n (over Q) containing a primitive l-root of unity equals the number of
partition of n(l&1).
Proof. Any sequence A=(n, gl ; n1 , ..., ngl) such that l&1 divides ni , for
i=1, ..., gl , and  ni=n determines uniquely a partition n(l&1)=
n1 l&1+ } } } +ng(l&1) of n(l&1) and the other way round. Thus the
statement follows immediately from Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 5.3. K
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